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On Dec. 14, 2009, in Rederford v. US Airways Inc., 589 F.3d 30 (1st Cir. 2009), a case of first impression, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit ruled that the remedy of reinstatement for employment discrimination under title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) against a company in bankruptcy is a dischargeable prepetition bankruptcy claim. Its decision reaffirmed the Bankruptcy Code’s broad policies of affording debtors a fresh start and ensuring that creditors are treated evenhandedly. In advancing these broad principles, the First Circuit faced the ADA’s conflicting and equally expansive policies—policies that it was forced to devalue in order to render a decision that promoted the purposes of the Code.2

The decision demonstrates the First Circuit’s willingness to preserve the power of the bankruptcy discharge and priority scheme even when such safeguarding adversely impacts the efficacy of other federal policies. Its holding should provide comfort to debtors as well as lenders and other creditors of companies preparing to file for bankruptcy.

Facts and Procedural Posture of Rederford v. US Airways

Janelle Rederford worked for US Airways as a customer service representative for approximately 24 years before US Airways abruptly terminated her employment on Jan. 31, 2002. Throughout most of these 24 years, Rederford suffered from lupus, a chronic autoimmune disease that attacks and destroys healthy body tissue, causing disabling inflammation and severe pain. She was absent from work for four days because of a lupus-related illness during the month before her termination. Upon her return to work, Rederford’s supervisor requested that she submit a doctor’s certification attesting to her illness. Though Rederford timely provided her supervisor with the requested certification, the supervisor rejected what she submitted as inadequate and directed her to present an amended certification by the deadline, which Rederford did not receive.

When the supervisor did not receive an amended certification by the deadline, Rederford was fired. On April 25, 2002, Rederford filed a charge of discrimination under the ADA with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and cross-filed her complaint along with an official charge of discrimination against US Airways with the Rhode Island Human Rights Commission (RIHRC). On Aug. 11, 2002, US Airways filed a voluntary petition for chapter 11 relief and soon thereafter notified Rederford of its bankruptcy proceeding. Enclosed in the notification was a proof of claim form.
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Feature

3 Rederford, 589 F.3d at 33.
the ADA as “the world’s first comprehensive declaration of equality for people with disabilities.” Prior to its official implementation, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy referred to the ADA as an “emanicipation proclamation” for the disabled, and observed that it was “difficult to believe that [the current] Congress will enact a more far-reaching or more important bill.” Commenting on the ADA, one individual with a disability remarked that “[e]ach disabled person has a story, often including pain, impairment, disorientation and loss of control. Each disabled person lives always on the threshold of separation, exile and involuntarily otherness... [The ADA] articulated in great detail the requirements for making the world available to disabled people.”

The First Circuit’s decision is an important reaffirmation of the power of discharge and the priority scheme in bankruptcy. In the course of its discussion of what constitutes a “claim,” the First Circuit outlines and then reiterates the broad policies underlying the Bankruptcy Code at length, while dealing cursorily with the ADA and its underlying policies.

In order to fulfill the ADA’s sweeping promise to remove disabled individuals from isolation and integrate them into all aspects of society, the statute is comprised of five titles spanning more than 52 pages of written text. Speaking directly to the ADA’s introductory statement that “the Nation’s proper goals regarding individuals with disabilities are to assure equality of opportunity, full participation...and economic self-sufficiency for such individuals,” title I prohibits employment discrimination “against a qualified individual with a disability because of the disability of such individual,” specifically providing that employers must make “reasonable accommodations” for qualified individuals and granting individuals discriminated against the ability to demand that they be hired or reinstated in addition to requesting monetary damages.

The inclusion of these injunctive remedies along with the requirement that employers make reasonable accommodations demonstrates the ADA’s commitment to ensuring that disabled individuals are able to enter and remain in the workplace. Indeed, a careful reading of the statute, legislative history and studies prompting the ADA reveal that title I is designed to force employers to overcome deeply embedded stereotypical beliefs about the capabilities of disabled individuals by accepting them in the workplace and not merely paying a fine in order to continue to discriminate.

Like the ADA, the Bankruptcy Code also can be described as a sweeping statutory scheme. From a debtor’s perspective, bankruptcy serves to wipe the slate clean so that the debtor may emerge able to start over and successfully fulfill obligations going forward; from a creditor’s perspective, bankruptcy provides an orderly repayment of debts owed to it by an unaccountable debtor. Additionally, in the context of reorganization of a corporate debtor, chapter 11 aims to preserve going-concern value and encourage creditors to work with a failing company so that the company has an opportunity to survive.

As identified by the First Circuit, the operative purposes of the Bankruptcy Code in Rederford were its attempt to preclude artificially distinguishing among creditors based on whether their right to payment originated from an equitable or legal source, to ensure that all creditors with claims reducible to payment would be treated equitably and to provide finality for the debtor. Faced with Rederford’s request for reinstatement under the ADA, a request that necessarily would not provide US Airways with finality and would place Rederford ahead of creditors whose monetary claims were discharged if the request survived the confirmation of US Airways’ reorganization plan, but a request that was integral to the primary purposes of the ADA, the First Circuit
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was forced to decide which federal policy to promote.

**The Decision**

The First Circuit began its analysis by evaluating the definition of "claim" in conjunction with legislative history. Section 101(5) of the Bankruptcy Code defines a "claim" as including any "right to payment" or any "right to an equitable remedy for breach of contract or otherwise." Accordingly, several courts have held that a right to an equitable remedy is a "claim" under the Code if "a monetary payment is an alternative for the equitable remedy."14

After outlining the operative purposes of the Bankruptcy Code that this broad definition comports with, the First Circuit observed that if an equitable remedy is not reducible to payment, it likely requires some future action by the debtor and while it does not fit into the Code’s priority scheme, it “does not threaten the finality of the proceedings.”15 In contrast, if an equitable remedy is reducible to payment, but a bankruptcy court declines to discharge it, the debtor will emerge from bankruptcy uncertain about the status of the claim and less able to reorganize into a successful business going forward. Further, if such a remedy is not reduced to a monetary payment, creditors with similar monetary claims will be disadvantaged to the benefit of the holder of the equitable remedy, contravening the priority scheme.

With this distinction in mind, the First Circuit turned to the ADA. It started by noting that the remedies available under title I of the ADA mirror those available for employment discrimination suits under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as to which courts have held that monetary damages, though disfavored, are an alternative remedy to reinstatement. The First Circuit then commented that it had not been presented with any circuit case directly on point regarding the ADA. However, it found a useful analogy in *Air Line Pilots Ass’n v. Cont’l Airlines,*16 a Third Circuit case that held that an airline pilot’s right to seniority integration in the event of a merger pursuant to a collective-bargaining agreement was a “claim” as defined by the Bankruptcy Code. In reaching its decision, the Third Circuit compared the right provided by the collective bargaining agreement to the right to reinstatement following termination because of employment discrimination.

Working off the holding in *Air Line Pilots,* the First Circuit concluded that because title I of the ADA provides that monetary damages are an alternative remedy to reinstatement, even if that remedy is not a perfect substitute, it is a sufficiently adequate substitute in the context of the Bankruptcy Code’s definition of “claim.” The First Circuit reiterated that permitting Rederford to pursue reinstatement, even if she was unable to limit her requested relief solely to reinstatement, “would grant her the equivalent of a preference over other creditors” and “thwart the finality of [the bankruptcy] proceeding and US Airways’ reorganization plan.”17 As US Airways had provided Rederford proper notice of how to pursue her ADA employment discrimination claim, and she had failed to do so, the First Circuit upheld the district court’s order granting US Airways’ motion to dismiss on the basis that the bankruptcy court’s confirmation of its plan and issuance of an injunction barred Rederford’s claim.

**Implications and Takeaways**

The First Circuit’s decision is an important reaffirmation of the power of discharge and the priority scheme in bankruptcy. In the course of its discussion of what constitutes a “claim,” the First Circuit outlines and then reiterates the broad policies underlying the Bankruptcy Code at length, while dealing cursorily with the ADA and its underlying policies. The decision can be viewed as the latest step in a line of cases elevating the purposes of the Code to the detriment of individuals holding legitimate claims for discrimination.18 It also can be taken as a strong message that similar claims held by creditors will not be elevated within the priority scheme merely because a creditor interacts differently with and is more dependent on a debtor—for example, as an employee rather than as a supplier of goods and services who views the debtor as one of many obligors and can write off the debt. Indeed, when faced with discrimination claims in the context of corporate succession outside of the bankruptcy scheme, courts specifically have cited the purposes of federal statutes prohibiting discrimination as reason to saddle the successor with the liability. Where a predecessor company is guilty of discrimination against an employee, courts have explained that the Civil Rights Act and similar federal statutes mandate that the successor company take responsibility for remedying the discrimination, provided that several conditions are met exactly, because these statutes seek to eradicate workplace discrimination, and this goal will not be achieved if a company can simply sell its assets and escape the consequences of its discriminatory acts.19 This stark contrast further demonstrates the power of the First Circuit’s affirmation of the policies of the Code.

Of immediate significance to debtors and creditors of companies preparing to file for bankruptcy, the decision concretely holds that claims for employment discrimination under title I of the ADA constitute “claims” under the Bankruptcy Code regardless of whether the requested relief is for monetary damages or reinstatement. If the debtor properly notifies its bankruptcy filing to those individuals with pending claims and provides them with an opportunity to file proofs of claim, the confirmation of its plan of reorganization should discharge the claims and preclude those individuals from requesting that the reorganized company pay money based on the resolution of those claims, or, if applicable, reinstate the individuals. Senior creditors and debtors should take comfort that prepetition claims under title I of the ADA are not entitled to some higher priority than other general unsecured claims, even when such a claim is for the equitable remedy of reinstatement. Overall, the decision provides some certainty in attempting to plan the possible outcomes of restructuring the debt of a troubled company through the chapter 11 bankruptcy process.


**The American Bankruptcy Institute is a multi-disciplinary, nonpartisan organization devoted to bankruptcy issues. ABI has more than 12,500 members, representing all facets of the insolvency field. For more information, visit ABI World at www.abiworld.org.**
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